June 16, 2014

Medi-Cal Eligibility Division Information Letter No.: I 14-34

TO: ALL COUNTY WELFARE DIRECTORS
ALL COUNTY MEDI-CAL PROGRAM SPECIALISTS/LIAISONS

SUBJECT: Temporary Suspension of Printing the Single Streamlined Paper Application in Threshold Languages

The purpose of this letter is to notify counties of the temporary suspension of printing the threshold language versions of the new Single Streamlined Application. Please continue to print copies of any needed threshold language applications that are posted online in all threshold languages at:


Counties may continue to place orders for English and Spanish Single Streamline Applications using form MC 0026 located at:


A revision of the Single Streamline Application is currently being developed and is scheduled to be completed in late Fall of 2014. When available, the county preorders for threshold languages will be fulfilled with the new revision.

If you have any questions or if we can provide further information, please contact Jeanne Carrillo at (916) 552-9579 or by email at jeanne.carrillo@dhcs.ca.gov.
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